The multi-home host will become increasingly popular within IPv6, especially in data center Fat-tree networks. MPTCP protocol is designed to transmit over multipath load, providing users with transparent multi-path utilization and high data transmission rate. As the characteristics of Many-to-one pattern and a large number of short bursts, all of flows collide on the shared link and same output port, creating an inevitable bottleneck collapse during transmission process. In order to avoid the collapse of throughput and improve the throughput of the receiving end, the MPTCP protocol in the data center network should have the characteristics of minimal packet loss and rapid convergence. In this paper, we focus on throughput collapse avoidance and design a MPTCP Transmission Control method based Queuing Cache Balance Factor called QCBF in Multi-homed FatTree topology. This method can realize the sub-flows are allocated by the size of ToRs cluster cache. We first propose a buffer pool balance factor and build a ToRs cluster cache balance queue. Then according to ToRs cluster cache allocation to calculate a sub-flow congestion window value. QCBF not only avoids the MPTCP Incast problem effectively, but also makes full use of the aggregate bandwidth. Based the software NS3, the experiment results of experiment show the QCBF transmission control method could avoid loss of packet, and achieve the load balance of MPTCP data transmission.
I. INTRODUCTION
The multi-home hosts will become increasingly popular within IPv6 [1] , especially in the architecture of data center Fat-tree network and wireless environment, which rely heavily on the multi-path function of seamless switch. TCP can not use these connection resources at the same time, and MPTCP supports the reverse multiplexing of redundant channel resources [2] , providing users with transparent multipath utilization and high data transmission rate, which is gaining momentum.
Data center network traffic characteristics, as the basic basis of transmission control, are characterized by locality, dynamics, and imbalance [3] . Among them, the characteristics of Many-to-one pattern [4] and a large number of short bursts are most prominent. Particularly in the Incast The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Shouguang Wang . communication mode such as Cluster-based storage system [5] and MapReduce-based application [6] , multiple senders transmit data to the same receiver in parallel, and only when all senders complete the current round of data transmission, the next round of data block transmission begins. By the fact that all of flows adopt the window evolution mechanism of Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) [7] and the buffer at the receiving end needs a certain time to wait for data recombination, all of flows collide on the shared link and same output port, creating an inevitable bottleneck collapse during transmission process, even though MPTCP mitigates the load of bottleneck to some extent through multipath load transmission [8] . So, in Incast communication mode, in order to avoid the collapse of throughput and improve the throughput of the receiving end, the MPTCP protocol should have the following characteristics. First, there is very little packet loss. Ideally, the transmission protocol should never lose packets. As long as there is no packet loss, the buffer on the receiving end completes the data reorganization in a certain time, and the probability of collision between the subflows on the shared link is almost zero. Hence, the bottleneck collapse during transmission is avoided.
Second, fast convergence. Because MPTCP data transmission is asynchronous, it is likely that there will still be substreams that cannot preempt fair bandwidth at the end of the transmission in the data center. Moreover, both TCP and MPTCP have more stable throughput performance when there is enough cache space. The buffer required to achieve stable maximum network throughput in MPTCP is close to 3 times that of TCP cache [9] , which consumes a lot of cache space. Actually the buffer pool of the commercial Ethernet switch is usually small. In this communication mode, when multiple flows, concurrently injecting traffic to the bottleneck link is more likely to cause a large number of packets to overflow from the bottleneck buffer pool. Some lost packets cannot be read and retransmitted for recovery in this mode, causing a large number of timeout retransmissions [10] . By default, the timeout retransmission time is a minimum of 200 milliseconds [11] , which is much larger than the round-trip propagation delay in the data center network. A large number of timeout retransmissions can cause the link to be idle, which greatly reduces the throughput of the receiver.
Based on the MPTCP Incast problem [12] , the easiest solution is to increase the number of server interfaces and distribute the traffic load as much as possible across multiple links and edge switch buffer pools. This physical solution requires higher hardware overhead [13] . As servers are mostly dual-homed hosts today and it is impractical to switch to large data infrastructures for general commercial use. The problem of throughput collapse does not represent the shortage of resources available in the data center. On the contrary, it shows that the average load of the data center is too low and the link resources are not maximized [14] . Therefore, With the continuous application of MPTCP, how to avoid the MPTCP Incast collapse problem and improve the throughput have become a urgent problem faced by researchers. In this paper, to avoid the collapse and improve the throughput of MPTCP Incast, a MPTCP Transmission Control method based Queuing Cache Balance Factor (QCBF) is proposed, which can realize the sub-flows are allocated by the size of ToRs cluster cache in Multi-homed FatTree topology. QCBF adopts a window-based congestion control method to design sender S, the ToR cluster and receiver D respectively. We build a ToRs cluster cache balance queue based on the a buffer pool balance factor and build a ToRs cluster cache balance queue. Then according to ToRs cluster cache allocation to calculate a sub-flow congestion window value. QCBF not only avoids the MPTCP Incast problem effectively, but also makes full use of the aggregate bandwidth.
II. RELATED WORK
In the past a few years, a number of efficient heuristics have been proposed to solve the problem of MPTCP Incast callapse. In particular, ECMP routing is commonly used in DCNs [15] . Static hash allocation may distribute traffic to the same path, resulting in unbalanced traffic in the network and switch resource pools. Further, Zhu et al. [16] proposed a link increase algorithm based on bandwidth estimation,which determined the window increase and decrease according to the link bandwidth estimated by the batch filter. Ozcan et al. [17] suggested closing the heavily congested TCP connections at the receiving end to avoid redundant retransmission and reduce buffer blocking. Li et al. [18] proposed a equal-weighted congestion control mechanism by allowing multiple sub-flows to compete with a single TCP flow fairly stream. Wang et al. [19] described the mechanism of the Balanced linked adaptation, which was a congestion control algorithm for MPTCP. This method judiciously balanced this trade off based on a new design framework that allowed one to systematically explore the design space.
Furthermore, Morteza analyzed the obstruction of MPTCP and XMP deployment in DCNs in [20] : TCP Incast and Minimum Window Syndrome. And he proposed an adaptive multipath congestion control mechanism by switching multi-path flows and single-path flows adaptively. J. Ye et al. [21] proposed an enhanced MPTCP protocol, which adjusted the time granularity of the congestion detection and control under a different number of subflows and achieved lower latency for small flows and higher throughput for large flows. Kimura and Loureiro [22] proposed a multipath congestion control algorithm adjusts the sending operation of all subflows in a coupled fashion in order to achieve various objectives, such as friendliness, responsiveness, throughput improvement and congestion balance.
The above methods won't reduce the number of packets of lost, even though those have relieved MPTCP Incast collapse. With the development of multi-homed technology, Tariq and Bassiouni [23] , [24] applied MPTCP in multi-homed networks for wireless communication to estimate performance.
Jereczek proposed replacing the network interface with a multi-homed host Ethernet host in [25] , built a software switch network on a commercial off-the-shelf server, and estimated the network cost. More and more researches show that multi-homed technology will become the key technology of DCNs currently. To avoid the MPTCP Incast collapse problem and improve the throughput. This paper proposes a MPTCP Transmission Control method QCBF based on ToRs cluster cache allocation in Multi-homed FatTree topology. A buffer pool balance factor and a ToRs cluster cache balance queue are designed to calculate a sub-flow congestion window value. QCBF not only avoids the MPTCP Incast problem effectively, but also makes full use of the aggregate bandwidth.
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. MPTCP INCAST COLLAPSE PROBLEM
In the DCNs, With the introduction of dual-homed hosts, Dual-Fat-Tree is widely used to realize full connect between VOLUME 7, 2019 different layers of switch devices [26] . The network is centered on the switch with three-layer of cascaded multi-tree topology. There are a core layer, an aggregation layer, and an edge layer. Dual-homed FatTree topology diagram is showed in Fig 1 . Based on the application of the MPTCP protocol in the multi-homed fat tree topology DCN, we take a PoD [27] as an example to analyze the MPTCP Incast problem. The topology is shown in Fig 2. Define the data center network topology as an N-host fat tree topology. The number of servers is k, and the number of edge switches ToR is N. We assume that each server is an N -homed host and is connected to the same edge switch ToR at the same time. When K senders transmitted, data to the same receiver D through the ToR switch and k * n paths. K MPTCP connections are established. According to the attribution of sub-flows, it can be divided into the following two cases: MPTCP sub-flows F 1j f 11 , f 12 , . . . , f 1j belonging to the same MPTCP connection transmit data to ToR{1, 2, . . . , n} through links P1j{p 11 , p 12 , . . . , p 1n } where j{1, 2, . . . , n}; 2) MPTCP subflows F ij f 11 , f 12 , . . . , f ij belonging to different MPTCP connections transmit data to ToR{1, 2, . . . , n} through links P ij p 11 , p 12 , . . . , p ij where i{1, 2, . . . , k}, j {1, 2, . . . , n},which could competing ToR buffer pool resources between the sub-flows and perform a special many-to-one transmission mode, even though sub-flows traffic from the same MPTCP connection can be load balanced across multiple links, When the S i {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s k } transmit data to the same receiving end, that is, simultaneously injects the sub-streams of different MPTCP connections into the bottleneck link P i {p i1 , p i2 , . . . , p in }, the traffic competing ToRs resource.
The links Pij become the bottleneck links, and the ToRs become the transmission hotspot nodes.
We set the congestion window of the sub-flows Fij to be CWij, and the sum of the congestion window sizes of all subflows is CWtotal. When the traffic load is too large, that is, n 0 (ToR) < CW total , ToRs will not be able to handle burst traffic because the buffer pool is too small. A large number of packets overflow from the ToRs buffer pool and Head of Line blocking (HoL) [28] . Especially when there is a large difference of delay between sub flflows, especially one of the sub flflow has a retransmission timeout problem, which can cause timeout retransmission and the drop in throughput of receivers.
B. DESCRIPTION OF QCBF
In Incast communication pattern, in order to avoid throughput collapse and improve receiver throughput, this paper proposes a buffer pool balance factor, builds a ToRs cluster cache balance queue, calculates a sub-flow congestion window value based on ToRs cluster cache allocation, and designs a queue cache balance factor based on the queue cache balance factor called QCBF. The ToRs cluster resource buffer pool architecture is shown in Fig 3. For convenience, we make the following assumptions about the system:
(1) Supposing the number of K MPTCP connections share the bandwidth of the number of n bottleneck links, and the bandwidth is C, and RTT is T ij .
(2) Defining the ToRs buffer pool as the balance queue Q, which receives and stores each link data as process P temporarily, the total number of processes is N p = n * k, and there are the number of k processes under each balance queue.
The method of QCBF needs to distribute data packet traffic to processes of N p to load balance the balanced queues of n without causing throughput collapse. Define the expectation of balance queue i is Q i,ave , and set the data packet traffic distribution mode is M , the data traffic receiving load balancing factor B i (M ) on the balanced queue is defined as shown in (1) , which depicts the relative deviation of actual data traffic receiving load and expectation on the balanced queue. The amount of data actually received in the queue is set Q i (M ).
when, the ToRs cluster resource pool were fully utilized and didn't occur collapse. The data packet that can be accommodated on the link L i is D iL = CT ij . QCBF dynamically adjusts the sub-flow congestion window value according to the balance queue factor, and sets the congestion window value of any sub-flow is W i j. When the total window value satisfies the (2), the collapse does not occur and the bottleneck link is fully utilized. Then the amount of data that can be received on the balance queue i is as shown in (3).
The QCBF data packet traffic load balancing model is designed to find an allocation scheme so that the following constraint optimization problem is established. The amount of data received and stored by the the number of N processes of the ToRs cluster is equal to the total amount of data of the sender S cluster switch. The value is Q i,ave , assigned to the number of N F passed sub-flows fairly.
The QCBF adjusts the size allocation of buffer pool through β. Among this,the congestion window value obtained by any MPTCP sub-flow is as shown in (4), and the constraint condition is as shown in (5):
B i (M ) ≤ 0, i ∈ (0, 1, 2, . . . , N P − 1)
C. METHOD OF QCBF DISPOSITION QCBF adopts a window-based congestion control method to design sender S, the ToR cluster and receiver D respectively.
(1) Sender S. The sender initializes the window field which carries the window value in the header of the packet when it sends the packet, and initializes it to 0xffff. After sender receiving the ACK, the value of the window field is updated according to the window value carried in the ACK header, that is, the value of the congestion window of receiver.
(2) ToRs cluster. The ToRs cluster is mainly responsible for maintaining the number of flows NFbased on the balanced queue formula and calculating the window value, then assigning it to the passing packets. Each of ToRs maintains the number of flows which through the port. When a SYN packet is received by ToRs, the number of flow is increased by one. Oppositely when a FIN packet is received, the number of streams is decremented by one. Regarding the number of passed packets, when B i (M ) > 0, the sub-flows is closed to no longer receive the data packet. ToRs compares the window value carried in the packet header and the calculated congestion window value, and the smaller value will be assigned to the window domain.
(3) Receiver D. After receiving the data packet, the receiver compares the value carried in the window field in the packet header with the receiving window awnd, and assigns the smaller value of the two to the window in the ACK packet header, and then feeds back to the sender. The QCBF process is shown in Fig 4. The algorithm pseudo code of QCBF congestion control is described as follows(where wnd is the sending window and awnd is the receiving party notification window): 
IV. EXPERIMENT EVALUATION
To verify the MPTCP QCBF Method effectively, we uses the NS3 simulation tool [29] in the DCNs multi-homed fat tree topology. Here we take the dual-homed FatTree topology as an example,which is shown as Fig.2 . We select TCP-newReno transmission mechanism and MPTCP transmission control mechanism based on LIA congestion control method as a comparison scheme to verify the performance of QCBF transmission control method.
The RTO m in is set to 200 ms, which is a typical round trip time in DCN. The topology data of the experimental simulation is shown in Table 1 . We set the link bandwidth C to 10 Gbps and the size of data is 128 KB. The resource cache size of each ToRs cluster is set to 512 kb.
We perform 6 sets of experiments and simulate the process in which multiple multi-homed hosts send data to the same receiver through two ToRs until the ToRs cluster buffer pool is filled, then we get the statistics of the data packets average delay. The topology data of the experimental simulation is shown in Table 1 . Fig 5 and Fig 6 depict the throughput of different senders in Incast transmission pattern and the number of timeout retransmissions per second respectively
The results show that the throughput of MPTCP drops sharply when the number of senders exceeds 32. The QCBF is not affected by the number of senders, and the throughput has been stable. Because the packets injected into the network under QCBF will not exceed traffic of Network, lost of packets won't occur, thus the Incast problem has been solved. But MPTCP will lose packets because the source cannot respond quickly to the burst.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a MPTCP Transmission Control method QCBF is proposed to avoid throughput collapse and achieve the load balance of MPTCP data transmission and improve the throughput of the receiving en. Based on ToRs cluster cache allocation we design a queue cache balance factor to calculate a sub-flow congestion window value. The simulation experiment shows that the proposed algorithm outperforms the traditional congestion control algorithm in reducing the number of retransmissions timeout, reducing the transmission delay, and improving the throughput, which can avoid the MPTCP Incast problem in the DCNs and have the characteristics of minimal packet loss and rapid convergence. Also it provides a theoretical basis for the related research of MPTCP Incast. As the research progresses, it is found that there is still a lot of work worthy of followup attention and study. First,we will differentiates different types of streams to provide time-delayed services and combine the QCBF and the switches scheduling mechanisms, which can allow the switch to prioritize the scheduling of streams with higher priority. Further, SDN technology can be used to design a more complete bandwidth guarantee mechanism. 
